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Abstract: The Ozone Monitoring Suite-Nadir (OMS-N) instrument is the first hyperspectral remote
sensor in the ultraviolet band of China’s Fengyun series satellites. It can be used to detect several
kinds of atmospheric constituents. This paper describes the prelaunch spectral calibration of the
OMS-N onboard FengYun 3F. Several critical spectral parameters including the spectral resolution,
spectral dispersion, and the instrument spectral response function were determined through laser-
based measurements. A secondary peak of the instrument spectral response function from the short
wavelength side of the ultraviolet band was found, and the possible influence on data applications
was analyzed using a reference solar model and radiative transfer model. The results indicate that
the spectral resolution and spectral accuracy of OMS-N meet the mission requirements. However,
the asymmetries in the instrument spectral response function in the ultraviolet band were found
near nadir rows, which are expressed as the “asymmetric central peak” and “secondary peak”. The
analysis results show that if the influences of the instrument spectral response function “asymmetric
central peak” and “secondary peak” in the ultraviolet band are ignored, they will bring an error as
large as 5% at the center of the absorption line.

Keywords: FengYun-3F; OMS-N; ultraviolet; spectral calibration

1. Introduction

Fengyun-3F (FY-3F) is China’s second-generation polar-orbiting meteorological satel-
lite. It was launched in August 2023. The Ozone Monitoring Suite-Nadir instrument
(OMS-N) onboard FY-3F is a new sensor in the FY-3 series satellites, which is mainly used
to determine information on the column of atmospheric ozone (O3), sulfur dioxide (SO2),
nitrogen dioxide (NO2), and other trace gases, as well as the profile of atmospheric ozone
on a global scale, providing important support for climate change, atmospheric chemistry,
and ozone monitoring [1,2].
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Space-based instrument measures ultraviolet and ultraviolet-visible radiation backscat-
tered by Earth’s atmosphere and surface to retrieve criteria pollutants, such as O3, SO2,
NO2, and aerosols. At present, several instruments including Global Ozone Monitoring
Experiment 2 (GOME-2), Ozone Mapping and Profiler Suite (OMPS), TROPOspheric Moni-
toring Instrument (TROPOMI), environmental trace gas monitoring instrument (EMI), and
OMS-N are currently in operation [3–7]. These instruments cover the spectral range of
ultraviolet and visible, with a spectral resolution of about 0.2–1.0 nm. The total column of
O3, SO2, NO2, and the profile of the O3 mixing ratio can be determined by the differential
optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS) retrieval algorithm and direct fitting algorithm,
respectively [8–13]. Both algorithms rely on the knowledge of the dispersion relation and
accurate knowledge of the instrument spectral response function (ISRF) [14,15]. Therefore,
a thorough understanding of the OMS-N wavelength and the ISRF is critical to accurately
simulating the OMS-N spectra and retrieving atmospheric constituents.

This work presents the prelaunch spectral calibration of OMS-N, which was per-
formed in a thermal vacuum chamber. The spectral parameters of the OMS-N instrument,
including the ISRF and wavelength, were carefully tested. Then, issues derived from ISRF
spectral calibration were analyzed. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives
a brief introduction to the OMS-N instrument. Section 3 describes the method used to
derive the ISRF and dispersion parameter, including the equipment and data processing
method. Section 4 provides the spectral calibration and verification results, followed by
an investigation of ISRF characterization on solar irradiance and earth radiance. The last
section summarizes this work and offers some conclusions.

2. OMS-N Overview

The FY-3F OMS-N instrument observes the solar radiation reflected by the Earth and
scattered by the atmosphere through a push broom observation mode, with spectra ranging
from ultraviolet to visible at 250~493 nm. Spatially, OMS-N has a high spatial resolution
of 7 km × 7 km for the nadir point and a wide 112◦ field of view, operating on an orbit
altitude of 836 km to provide a global daily measurement. Figure 1 shows a schematic
diagram of the OMS-N earth observation mode.
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Figure 1. Observation schematic view of the FY-3F OMS-N instrument.

The OMS-N instrument incorporates two imaging grating spectrometers for ultraviolet
(UV) and visible (VIS) spectral bands, where the UV and VIS bands cover 250–320 nm
and 310–493 nm, respectively. OMS-N UV measurements are divided into the UV1
band (250–300 nm) and UV2 band (300–320 nm). In each spectrometer’s focal plane,
a 1024 × 1024 pixel imaging array is used to collect spatial information along the slit in one
dimension and spectral information in the other dimension. The edge regions of the CCD
are designed for shielding masks to acquire dark current. The main characteristics and
mission requirements from the China Meteorological Administration (CMA) of the OMS-N
instrument are shown in Table 1.
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Table 1. The main characteristics and mission requirements of FY-3F OMS-N.

Parameter UV1 UV2 VIS

Band coverage 250–300 nm 300–320 nm 310–497 nm
Spectral resolution ~1 nm ~0.5 nm ~0.5 nm
Spectral sampling ~0.073 nm ~0.197 nm
Spectral accuracy 0.05 nm 0.01 nm

Spatial resolution for nadir point 21 km × 28 km 7 km × 7 km 7 km × 7 km
Equator crossing time 10:00 local solar time

Field of view 112◦

To enhance the signal-to-noise ratio, sets of 16 pixels averaged to yield 58 spatial rows
in the UV1 band, and four pixels averaged to acquire 238 spatial rows in the UV2 and VIS
bands, respectively. Meanwhile, the thermal control system strictly controls the detector
temperature at −36 ◦C, with a temperature accuracy of 0.05 K, to ensure the performance
stability of the instrument.

3. Spectral Calibration Methodology

The spectral calibration of the OMS-N instrument includes the ISRF characterization
and dispersion coefficient [16]. The ISRF displays the relative response of each detector
pixel on focal plane arrays to monochromatic illumination. The dispersion coefficient
describes the relationship between wavelength centroid and spectral pixel index. The
common equipment used for spectral calibration is a standard spectral lamp, slit function
measurement [17], and tunable laser. Standard spectral lamps can emit a limited number of
spectra with high spectral accuracy and high spectral resolution on certain wavelengths.
However, the wavelength of the rest of the spectral pixels needs to be calculated by inter-
polation or extrapolation, which may introduce uncertainties in spectral calibration. The
slit function measurement determines the ISRF accurately, but it is very time-consuming
to acquire the ISRF for each pixel because OMS-N ISRFs vary in both spectral and spatial
dimensions of two large array detectors. Additionally, the ISRF and spectral dispersion can
be determined using scanning measurements obtained with a tunable diode laser, which
is widely used in spectral calibration because of its high precision [7,18–20]. OMS-N also
adopts this method. However, the biggest challenge for the OMS-N instrument spectral
calibration is determining the ISRF of each pixel due to the large field of view and wide
spectral coverage. Therefore, the spectral calibration for OMS-N is innovatively performed
by combining the tunable laser with the inner solar diffuser plate of OMS-N, scattering the
monochromatic illumination from the laser to the whole spatial pixels, thus completing the
spectral calibration of the OMS-N instrument for the whole field of view all at once. The
test setup and schematic diagram of OMS-N spectral calibration are presented in Figure 2.
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3.1. Method

The spectral calibration of the OMS-N instrument is performed in a thermal vacuum
chamber, with the pressure of the test environment better than 6.65 × 10−3 Pa. The working
temperature of the spectrometer and the detector are around 20 ◦C ± 2 ◦C and −36 ◦C,
respectively. The spectral calibration equipment of OMS-N includes a tunable diode laser
manufactured by M-squared, an optical parametric oscillator (OPO) laser, and a standard
spectral lamp. The tunable laser manufactured by M-squared is the major equipment,
but its spectral range cannot cover 300–350 nm; thus, the OPO tunable laser is used as
a supplement. The major tunable laser scans the spectra and records the measurements
automatically, which largely improves efficiency. To ensure sufficient measurements within
a spectral resolution, the wavelength step size of sampling is set to 0.05 nm and 0.02 nm,
which is nearly 1/20~1/10 of the spectral resolution for the UV1 and VIS band, respectively.
The standard spectral lamp is mainly used to verify spectral accuracy. The equipment
spectral parameters and step size of sampling in calibration are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. The equipment spectral parameters and step size of sampling for spectral calibration.

Device Wavelength
Accuracy

Band
Coverage Sampling Step Size

M-squared tunable laser 0.001 nm 250–300 nm
350–493 nm

0.05 nm
0.02 nm

OPO tunable laser 0.0001 nm 300–350 nm 2 nm

Standard spectral lamp 0.0005 nm

253.652 nm
334.1484 nm
404.657 nm

407.7837 nm
435.834 nm

-

3.2. Data Processing

The characterization of the ISRF was determined using laser scanning. To eliminate
random noise, 20 measurements were averaged. Thus, the OMS-N ISRF can be generated
after processing including measurements averaged in spatial dimension, dark background
correction, ISRF normalization, and ISRF interpolation to regular grids. The dispersion
coefficients can be acquired by polynomial fitting, and then, Full Width at Half Maximum
(FWHM) could also be calculated. Figure 3 presents a flowchart of the data processing
procedure for spectral calibration. The spectral parameters for each pixel can be generated
by repeating the procedure.
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4. Results and Discussion
4.1. ISRF

For the grating hyperspectral instrument of OMS-N, the ISRF relates to slit width, de-
tector image spacing, optical aberrations, diffraction, detector crosstalk, stray light, etc. [18].
The ISRF is a core spectral parameter of hyperspectral instruments. The shape and consis-
tency of the ISRF are both key parameters, indicating spectral calibration accuracy [21,22].

The detailed characterization of the ISRF at the VIS band is finely scanned by a tunable
laser with a step size of 0.02 nm. Figure 4 shows the ISRF of eleven spectral pixels in the
VIS band for three spatial rows. The 11 spectral ISRFs, with the highest response to certain
laser scans, are displayed in different colors. It can be seen that, for a given spatial row,
the ISRF varies smoothly across the spectral region. The detailed characterization of ISRFs
acquired is attributed to the 25 samplings within a spectral resolution while laser scanning.
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For the UV band, laser scans with a step size of 0.05 nm were used, such that there
were ∼10 laser scans per spectral resolution. The signal from a set of 11 spectral pixels is
displayed in Figure 5. The measurement for the UV1 ISRF has relatively few samplings
compared with the VIS band, but the ISRF of neighboring spectral pixels remains consistent
(Figure 5). In addition, it was found that the ISRF of the UV1 band displays an asymmetric
central peak at row 9 and row 29 and a secondary peak from the short wavelength side at
row 29 and row 52, where row 29 is the nadir row, resulting from the aberrations, which
are produced by coma aberrations and multiple reflections from the optical system after
the light entering the three-dimensional slit of OMS-N. Both of the characterizations are
more pronounced for nadir rows and gradually diminish from nadir to side rows.
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Figure 6 exhibits the representative ISRFs in different spectral pixels for nadir rows. It
was found that the “asymmetric central peak” and “secondary peak” appearing close to
300 nm are nearly absent in the short wavelength of the UV1 band.
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In addition, in order to assess the consistency of the ISRF, we take the central column as
a reference to calculate the relative difference between the central column and others. The
relative wavelength was obtained by subtracting the center wavelength of each pixel. The
results of the center and side rows in the UV1 and VIS bands are shown in Figures 7 and 8.
It was found that the bias gradually becomes larger from the center to the wings. The ISRF
difference is negligible around the center for both the UV1 and VIS bands. For the VIS band,
the bias is almost less than 0.1% within the relative wavelength of ±0.4 nm, which is lower
in row 115 than that of rows 30 and 204, especially for the long wavelength side. For the
UV1 band, the samples are much smaller than the VIS band due to the limited laser scans.
The bias increases at relative wavelengths around 0.4 nm, mainly due to the effect of the
“asymmetric central peak” and “secondary peak” in the ISRF. The ISRF difference among
neighboring pixels is less than 0.3% in most cases. Overall, the ISRF among neighboring
pixels has a good consistency for both the UV and VIS bands.
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Based on the fact that the ISRFs of neighboring spectral pixels are in good agreement
for both the UV1 and VIS bands, the ISRF data of several adjacent pixels are combined by
subtracting the center wavelength (λcen) of each pixel, giving a single set of data with a
much higher resolution. This helps to improve the spectral sampling of the ISRF and to
accurately determine the wavelength centroid of each spectral pixel. This step can be seen
in Figures 4 and 9 for the VIS band. The combined ISRF (shown in Figure 9) shows the
centered response of each spectral pixel to the laser scan as a function of δλ = λ − λcen,
which could reduce the influence of outliers and increase the fitting accuracy of the ISRF.
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Figure 9 illustrates the combined ISRF of 280–290 spectral pixels in the VIS band for
the side and nadir spatial rows. It is concluded that the ISRFs are generally consistent in
neighboring spectral pixels for different spatial rows. The ISRF exhibits a flat top in the
central peaks. In the VIS band, the ISRF for the nadir row has good symmetry, whereas
there is a slight asymmetry in the ISRF at the side rows. To determine the wavelength
centroid with greater accuracy, the linear combination of a Gaussian and flat-top Gaussian
is used based on the combined ISRF, as shown in Equation (1) as follows:

S = ωe
− (x−a1)

2

2c2
1 + (1 − ω)e

− (x−a2)
4

2c4
2 (1)

where ω is the relative weighting between the standard and flat-top Gaussian. c1 and
c2 are half-width at 1/e for standard and flat-top Gaussian. a1 and a2 are their centroid
wavelengths. These five parameters are fitted simultaneously using Equation (1) by a
non-linear least square fitting method. Note that a1 and a2 can be different, resulting in an
asymmetric ISRF.
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According to Equation (1), the ISRF of the central pixel was obtained by nine adjacent
pixel samplings in the VIS band. Figure 10 shows combined spectral sample data and the
fitted ISRF for a certain pixel. Note that, in order to obtain the combined ISRF shown in
Figure 10, the initial λcen was determined from a Gaussian fit to acquire the center of each
ISRF. Then, once the combined ISRF is acquired, the optimized wavelength centroid and
spectral resolution can be obtained.
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For the UV1 band, it is can been seen in Figure 11 that the ISRFs are also almost
the same for the neighboring spectral pixels. The flat-top Gaussian function shown in
Equation (2) is used to fit the ISFR by five combined spectral sample data.

S = e−
(x−a)4

2c4 (2)

where c is half-width at 1/e for flat-top Gaussian and a is the Gaussian centroid wavelength.
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As displayed in Figure 12, although the flat-top Gaussian function cannot fit the ISRF
characterizations—the “asymmetric central peak” and “secondary peak”—well, the fitted
ISRF profile is in good agreement with the spectral sampling. Figure 12 shows the worst
case of the ISRF affected by the “asymmetric central peak” and “secondary peak”. Most
of the ISRFs are far better than the example shown in Figure 12, especially for the short
wavelength of the UV1 band; ISRFs are very close to flat-top Gaussian.
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Figure 12. Combined ISRF spectral sample data (blue circle) and the fitted ISRF (red line) at row 29,
column 568 in the UV1 band.

Further, we use the goodness of fit and root-mean-square error (RMSE) to assess how well
the measured ISRF aligns with the fitted ISRF. For a given pixel, the combined ISRF and fitted
ISRF points can be expressed as [(x1, y1), (x2, y2). . .(xk, yk)] and [(x1, ŷ1), (x2, ŷ2). . .(xk, ŷk)],
respectively. The goodness of fit and RMSE can be calculated using Equations (3)–(5) and
Equation (6), respectively.

R 2
adjusted = 1 −

(
n − 1
d f e

)
SSE
SST

(3)

SST = ∑n
k=1(yi − y)2 (4)

SSE = ∑n
k=1(ŷi − yi)

2 (5)

rmse = sqrt
(

1
n∑n

1 (yi − ŷi)
2
)

(6)

where n is the number of sample points from the combined ISRF. dfe is the degree of
freedom. y is the mean of the response variable yi., yi, and ŷi are the sample points in
the combined ISRF and the fitted ISRF. SST is the sum of squared differences between
individual measured points (yi) and the mean of the response variable (y). SSE is the sum
of squared differences between fitted data (ŷi) and measured data points (yi). The better
goodness of fit depends on the smaller SSE.

For the VIS band, the maximum ISRF differences between the measured and fitted
points are within 0.1, corresponding to the relative wavelength region of (−0.2, −0.05) and
(0.05, 0.2). For other points, the differences between these two are much smaller than 0.1
and generally close to 0, as shown in Figure 10. Statistical analyses showed that the average
goodness of fit for all pixels was 0.997, with a root-mean-square error of 0.026.

For the UV1 band, it can be found in Figure 12 that the maximum distance between
ŷi and yi seems larger in some pixels affected by the “asymmetric central peak” and
“secondary peak”. But most of the pixels are much better than that. Therefore, the statistical
analysis results of all UV1 pixels show that the averaged goodness of fit in the UV1 band
is 0.994, with a root-mean-square error of 0.024. In this case, it is possible to accurately
calculate the spectral resolution. Considering the asymmetric ISRF in some pixels, the
wavelength centroid is calculated using a barycenter instead of a Gaussian center for the
UV1 band.
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Note that, for the spectral range of 300–350 nm in the UV2 and VIS bands, the ISRF
of some spectral pixels was performed using an OPO laser combined with a wavemeter
to ensure the accuracy of the spectral calibration at the edge of band coverage. The ISRF
for 300–350 nm was obtained according to Equation (1). Additionally, the ISRF for each
pixel will be provided to the users. The ISRF for the UV1 and VIS bands derives from the
spectral calibration test, and the measured ISRF will be provided. For the UV2 band, the
ISRF fitting function and coefficients will be shared. Figure 13 displays an example of the
UV2 ISRF.
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4.2. Spectral Dispersion

The core purpose of the spectral calibration is to establish the mapping between
spectral pixel index and wavelength. Based on the combined ISRF sampling data, the
wavelength centroid of each pixel in the VIS and UV2 bands was calculated using a
Gaussian-family fitting function. For the UV1 band, the barycenter of the ISRF was used to
determine the wavelength centroid. The calibration equations for the spectral pixel index
and wavelength were established.

The fitting residuals of the spectral dispersion coefficients were calculated for each
spatial row. The residual was calculated according to Equation (7) as follows:

residual(i) =
√

∑(λ(i, j)− λcenter(i, j))2/(n − 1) (7)

where i and j are the index of the spatial row and spectral column. λ is the wavelength
calculated by dispersion coefficients. λcenter is calculated from the combined ISRF. n is the
total number of spectral pixels.

The residuals of the polynomial fit to wavelength centroids and spectral dispersion
are shown in Figure 14. The fit residuals decrease with the order of the polynomial varying
from second order to fifth order. The fifth-order fit residuals in the UV1 and VIS bands are
better than 0.025 nm and 0.012 nm. For the UV2 band, the residuals seem much smaller
than that of the UV1 and VIS bands. The small residuals may be due to the limited samples
in the UV2 band, so the results may not be sufficiently representative. The sharp increase
in residuals in the VIS band is due to the spatial rows beyond the valid range. In the end,
a fifth-order polynomial was sufficient to model the spectral dispersion in the UV1, UV2,
and VIS bands. Additionally, it was shown in Figure 15 that the pixel centroid wavelengths
of a given spatial row varied smoothly across the band for the UV1, UV2, and VIS bands.
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4.3. Spectral Resolution

Spectral resolution is a key spectral parameter to access the spectral characterization
of hyperspectral instruments. In this study, spectral resolution is defined as the FWHM of
the ISRF. The spectral resolution of OMS-N was calculated using the fitted ISRF. The results
show that the FWHM of the UV1, UV2, and VIS bands are in the range of 0.52–0.563 nm,
0.4–0.45 nm, and 0.4–0.5 nm, respectively. Additionally, the spectral resolving power ( λ

δλ ) of
the three bands are ~540, 600, and 666, respectively, where λ and δλ denote the wavelength
and the spectral resolution [23,24]. The spectral resolutions of OMS-N satisfy the mission
requirements shown in Table 1.

4.4. Verification of Wavelength Accuracy

Verification of spectral accuracy was made by a standard spectral lamp. Figure 16
shows the OMS-N digital number (DN) response to the standard spectral lamp in the
UV and VIS bands. To avoid the effect of spectral overlap, one reference wavelength
was selected in the UV1 band and four were selected in the VIS band to verify OMS-N
spectral accuracy.
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Figure 16. OMS-N response to the standard spectral lamp, and the red rectangle shows the selected
standard spectral line. (a) UV band; (b) VIS band.

The verification results of wavelength accuracy based on the standard spectral lamp
are shown in Table 3. The spectral accuracy in the UV1 and VIS bands meet the OMS-N
preflight wavelength calibration requirement shown in Table 3. It should be noted that
this analysis did not include the UV2 band due to the absence of a standard spectral
line at 300–320 nm. Verification for the UV2 band needs to be performed using on-orbit
solar observations.

Table 3. The wavelength accuracy of OMS-N at the reference wavelength.

Band Reference
Wavelength (nm)

Wavelength Accuracy
(nm) Requirement (nm)

UV1 253.652 −0.031 0.05
VIS 334.1484 −0.010

0.01
404.657 −0.0014

407.7837 0.0058
435.834 −0.0061

4.5. Analysis of the ISRF in the UV1 Band

Observed spectra can be simulated as a convolution of the ISRF and the high-resolution
reference spectra. A thorough understanding of the ISRF is crucial to accurately simulate
the spectra and retrieve atmospheric constituents. Given the “asymmetric central peak”
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and “secondary peak” of the ISRF for OMS-N in the UV1 band, the probable influences on
solar irradiance and the Earth’s radiance were analyzed.

4.5.1. The “Secondary Peak” of the ISRF in the UV1 Band

As shown in Section 4.1, the “secondary peak” can be seen in some pixels of the
UV1 band. To understand the influence of the “secondary peak” and its significance, the
response ratio in the “secondary peak” and the whole spectral domain was calculated. The
response ratio indicates the radiometric contribution from the “secondary peak”, which
could affect the radiometric energy concentration degree of a pixel. The response ratio can
be defined as follows:

R(i, j) = Is(i, j)/Iw(i, j)× 100% (8)

where i and j denote the spatial row and spectral column. Is and Iw are the response in the
“secondary peak” and the whole spectral domain in a certain pixel. R denotes the response
proportion introduced by the “secondary peak”.

The analysis was performed for all the pixels related to the “secondary peak” in
the UV1 band. The results in Figure 17 indicate that the radiometric response from the
“secondary peak” is about 1.6% for most of the related pixels, but the maximum can reach
3.5%. Accordingly, the impact of the “secondary peak” needs to be further discussed.
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4.5.2. Impact Analysis: Reference Solar Spectra

Solar irradiance spectra are significant for OMS-N on-orbit calibration and atmospheric
constituent retrieval. The ISRF directly relates to simulated solar irradiance through
convolution. In this section, to discuss the probable influence of the UV1 ISRF on simulated
solar irradiance spectra, an attempt is made using the high-accuracy Total and Spectral
Solar Irradiance Sensor (TSIS) reference solar spectra [25] and the testing ISRF.

As discussed in Section 4.1, the ISRF of OMS-N exhibits different characterizations
in UV1 wavelength coverage. The ISRF in the middle wavelength mainly displays the
characterization of the “asymmetric central peak” and “secondary peak”, while the ISRF
in the long wavelength shows a “secondary peak” and a much smaller “asymmetric
central peak”, and then the ISRF in the short wavelength is almost absent of the above
characterizations. The potential uncertainty of the ISRF characterizations was evaluated
using the above representative OMS-N measured and the testing ISRF in UV1 shown in
Figure 18. The testing ISRF was fitted by a flat-top Gaussian function using the FWHM from
the corresponding pixel. So, the fitted testing ISRF for each pixel is not totally the same.
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Figure 18. An example of the measured ISRF (blue lines) and the testing ISRF (red lines) in the UV1
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Figure 19a shows the high-resolution TSIS solar spectra, and the simulated irradiance
spectra from OMS-N measured the testing ISRF. In Figure 19a, the light blue test line almost
completely covers the red analog line. Therefore, the relative irradiance difference between
the solar spectra simulated by the two ISRFs was calculated, as shown in Figure 19b, where
green, red, and blue lines indicate the relative irradiance difference from short to long
wavelengths. It illustrates that the irradiance difference comes from the influence of a large
“asymmetric central peak” + “secondary peak” at the middle wavelength, while in the short
and long wavelengths, irradiance differences originate from the slight “asymmetric central
peak” and the “asymmetric central peak” + “secondary peak”, respectively. The results
show that ISRF characterizations in the UV1 band do not introduce any systematic bias
in irradiance. The minor “asymmetric central peak” in short UV1 has little influence on
simulated irradiance, with an error standard deviation of 0.07%. However, the uncertainty
derived from the mixed effect of the “asymmetric central peak” + “secondary peak” at the
middle–long wavelength is within ±2%. Moreover, this influence is significantly amplified
for the center of the absorption line, with a maximum greater than 5%. It reveals that the
inaccurate ISRF has a great influence on the spectral absorption line center.
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4.5.3. Impact Analysis: Radiative Transfer Model

The Earth’s radiance is major information used to retrieve atmospheric constituents.
To investigate the impact of the OMS-N ISRF on the Earth’s radiance in different surface
types, the spectra of the UV1 band at 250–300 nm were modeled using the high spectral
resolution radiative transfer model SCIATRAN [26]. The snow and water surfaces were
selected to represent surface property with a significant difference, whose albedos were set
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to 0.02 and 0.9 in the radiative transfer model (RTM), respectively [27]. The albedo derives
from the SCIATRAN surface reflectance database. The simulation results are shown in
Figure 20. For 250–300 nm, the simulated spectra are almost the same below 295 nm on
snow and water surfaces, which is caused by the continuous absorption of O3 [28].
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Figure 20. The simulated spectra at 250–300 nm on water surface and ice surfaces.

Additionally, we studied the radiance differences triggered by the ISRF “secondary
peak” and “asymmetric central peak” on snow and water surfaces. The difference between
the measured ISRF and the testing ISRF was discussed separately for snow and water
surface types. It can be found in Figure 21 that the consistency of the simulated radiance
difference induced by the measured and testing ISRF between snow and water surfaces
is within 0.23% in the UV1 band. Consequently, the radiometric uncertainty associated
with the “secondary peak” and “asymmetric central peak” of the ISRF in the UV1 band is
insensitive to the surface type. The influence of radiance due to ISRF characterizations on
surface type is negligible while using Earth observation data.
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5. Conclusions

Accurate laboratory spectral calibration is a primary requirement for data retrieval.
The biggest challenge for spectral calibration is determining the ISRF of each pixel. It is
very time-consuming work due to the two large array detectors of OMS-N. In this study, an
automatically adjustable tunable laser was used to achieve ISRF calibration at most of the
spectral coverage of the OMS-N instrument. Based on the data recorded by laser scanning,
the ISRF, spectral resolution, and spectral dispersion were measured. After that, spectral
accuracy was verified by a standard spectral lamp. In particular, the “asymmetric central
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peak” and “secondary peak” of the ISRF in the UV1 band were found; furthermore, the
impact analysis was performed. The conclusions are as follows.

1. The spectral resolution and spectral accuracy of OMS-N meet the mission requirements.
2. The characterization of the ISRF shows an “asymmetric central peak” and “secondary

peak” in the middle–long wavelength, and a slight “asymmetric central peak” in
the short wavelength of the UV1 band. Additionally, the ISRF in the UV1 band is
asymmetric, which is more noticeable for nadir rows compared with side rows.

3. ISRF characterizations in the UV1 band do not introduce any radiometric systematic
bias. However, if the “asymmetric central peak” and “secondary peak” of the ISRF are
ignored, they will bring about an error of ± 2% while simulating observation spectra,
with an amplified influence on the center of the absorption line. In data application,
the measured ISRF instead of the ISRF fitted by the FWHM should be used, which
could avoid the larger errors in the center of the absorption line.

During the commissioning phase of OMS-N, the spectral calibration accuracy and the
variation of the ISRF will be further analyzed and verified by solar irradiance observations.
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